The purpose of this site is to provide a toolkit for students, oriented around supervision-preparation, revision, examination, and reading. It is based on user research as to how students revise at Cambridge.

Maximum real-estate for object in focus by forcing branding into sidebar.

URIs are stateless

Activity focused tabs, as activities each suggest different UI.

Rightbar, rather than left, to break from idea of sidebar 'sectioning' contents.

Related
Exam Question 3
Book 6
My Notes
Thermo Mindmap
Fred Bloggs

Quick Links
Examiners Report
Tripos Papers
Departmental Website
Cantools
...

Tags

- ithaca
- tuesday supervision
- study this
- maps

Persistent 'related' box allows associative browsing

Students liked English Faculty's always available links to major documents.
By default the most recently displayed mindmap (tode,...) is displayed, with a link to an index. This is a way of handling the “subject I’m currently studying” state.
These icons, like on the mindmaps, are FreeMind style "stickers" whose meaning is given by the user.

Conceptually a todo is very close to a level in a mindmap. It probably makes sense to think of ways of allowing users to interchange them, to keep the app fluid.

See note on mindmap mockup.
**Stash:** The Iliad (Butler)
The Iliad (English), Homer, Butler, Samuel (tr). (from Project Gutenberg)

**Stash:** The Iliad (Long)
The Iliad (English), Homer, Lang, Andrew (tr). (from Project Gutenberg)

**Book:** The Iliad, Homer
The Iliad, Homer, Robert Fagles, Bernard MacGregor Walker.

**Mindmap:** Homer (Paper 2B)
Homer » Odyssey, Iliad, Epic » Achilles, Odysseus » Penelope, Circe ...

**Stash:** Iliad Notes
In antiquity, the Greeks applied the Iliad and the Odyssey as the bases of pedagogy; literature central to the educational-cultural function of the itinerant rhapsode, who composed consistent epic poems from memory and improvisation, and disseminated them, via song and chant, in his travels and at the Panathenaic Festival ...

**Mindmap:** The Iliad, a Bibliography (shared by Sarah Jones, student at Trinity Hall)
Iliad » Culture, Text, Philology, Translations, Commentaries » A. Andrews, Mad Woman in The Attic, ...
Tags used rather than folders to organise material.

The stash is a place to collect and organise material. Where appropriate a shopping-trolley icon (or other) appears near a result, to allow it to be added to the

Exam Question: Paper 2, Question 4, 2003
Consider the following microarray analysis of ...
microarray ▴ liver ▴ P450 ▴ operon
Availability: Your Copy Santech Departmental Library

Notes: Oxidative Catalysis by Liver Enzymes
enzymes ▴ introduction ▴ metabolism ▴ genetics
Availability: UL Sidney Sussex College Library Thing Retailers